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Abstract
The quantum stochastic integral of Itoˆ type formulated by Hudson and Parthasarathy is
extended to a wider class of adapted quantum stochastic processes on Boson Fock space. An
Itoˆ formula is established and a quantum stochastic integral representation theorem is proved
for a class of unbounded semimartingales which includes polynomials and (Wick)
exponentials of the basic martingales in quantum stochastic calculus.
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1. Introduction
Since a quantum (non-commutative) stochastic calculus of Itoˆ type ﬁrst
formulated by Hudson and Parthasarathy [20], the theory of quantum stochastic
integration has been extensively developed in [3,6,25,29,36] and the references cited
therein. The stochastic integral representations of quantum martingales which are
quantum analogues of the classical Kunita and Watanabe theorem [21] have been
studied by many authors (see [1,5,17,19,23,29,30,37,38], etc.). Such an integral
representation theorem for non-Fock quantum Brownian motion with respect to the
annihilation and creation processes was proved by Hudson and Lindsay [17]. In [37],
Parthasarathy and Sinha established a stochastic integral representation of regular
bounded quantum martingales in Fock space with respect to the basic martingales,
namely the annihilation, creation and number processes. A new proof of the
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Parthasarathy and Sinha representation theorem has been discussed by Meyer [30] in
which he gives the special form of the number operator coefﬁcient. Also, the
representation theorem has been extended to regular bounded semimartingales by
Attal [1] and its applications have been discussed by many authors (see [2,18], etc).
On the other hand, the annihilation, creation and number processes are not
(bounded) regular in the sense of Parthasarathy and Sinha even though they have
trivial integral representations.
Motivated by this fact, in this article by using the framework of Gaussian (white
noise) analysis (see [13,14,22,31], etc; for the white noise approach to quantum
probability, we refer to [8–10,16,32–35]), we ﬁrst extend the Hudson and
Parthasarathy quantum stochastic calculus and generalize the notions of regular
martingale and semimartingale in the context of certain Gelfand triples and then we
prove the integral representation theorems for regular unbounded quantum
martingales and semimartingales. More precisely, let H be the Boson Fock space
over H ¼ L2CðRþÞ with norm jjj  jjj0 and let Gp be the weighted Fock space with
norm jjj  jjjp ¼ jjjepN  jjj0; pAR; where N is the number operator. Let G be the
countable Hilbert space equipped with the Hilbertian norms jjj  jjjp and Gn be the
topological dual space of G: Then we have a triplet GCHCGn (see [7,12,39]; also
[6,26,27]), one of the advantages of this triplet is that every integral kernel operator
Xl;mðKl;mÞ with kernel Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ is a bounded linear operator from G into
itself and from Gn into itself. It follows that the basic martingales are quantum
stochastic processes of bounded linear operators from G into itself and from Gn into
itself (see Section 4). Based on the triplet, we ﬁrst extend the Hudson and
Parthasarathy quantum stochastic integral to a class of adapted processes of
operators in Gn and the quantum Itoˆ formula is derived in this setting. Secondly, we
generalize the notions of regularity of bounded quantum martingales and
semimartingales to certain quantum martingales and semimartingales of operators
inLðG;GnÞ; and then we prove integral representation theorems for these which are
extensions of the integral representations of regular bounded martingales and
semimartingales in Boson Fock space obtained by Parthasarathy and Sinha [37]
and Attal [1], respectively. For our proofs we assume the continuum hypothesis
(see Remark 7.7); the results may also be obtained under alternative assumptions
(cf. [29]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we brieﬂy recall the space of
regular (white noise) functions. In Section 3 we study generalized (classical)
stochastic processes. In particular, we prove the stochastic integral representations of
generalized (classical) martingales and semimartingales. In Section 4 we discuss the
integral kernel operators on the space of regular functions and then the basic
martingales are quantum stochastic processes of bounded linear operators acting on
the space of regular functions. In Section 5 we extend the Hudson and Parthasarathy
quantum stochastic integral to a wider class of adapted quantum stochastic processes
of operators in Gn and discuss their properties. In Section 6 we derive the quantum
Itoˆ formula in this setting. In Section 7 we extend the notion of regularity of
bounded quantum martingales to a certain class of quantum martingales of
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operators in LðG;GnÞ and establish their integral representation. In Section 8 we
extend the notion of regularity of bounded quantum semimartingales to a certain
class of quantum semimartingales of operators in LðG;GnÞ and establish their
integral representation.
Notations. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces, X#Y the Hilbert space tensor
product when X and Y are Hilbert spaces, LðD;XÞ the space of all linear operators in
X with domain D; andLðX;YÞ the space of continuous linear operators in X into Y;
equipped with the topology of bounded convergence. For notational convenience,
we write LðXÞ LðX;XÞ:
2. Regular functions on Gaussian space
Let HR ¼ L2RðRþÞ be the real Hilbert space of square integrable functions with
respect to the Lebesgue measure dt on Rþ ¼ ½0;NÞ and the norm denoted by j  j0:
From HR and a given positive self-adjoint operator A on HR with r  jjA	1jjOPo1
and d  jjA	1jjHSoN; a Gelfand triple ECHRCEn is constructed in the
standard manner (see [14,22,31]). Then E is a nuclear space equipped with the
Hilbertian norms jxjp ¼ jApxj0; pAR: Let ðEn; mÞ be the Gaussian space or white
noise space with the standard Gaussian measure m whose characteristic function is
given by Z
En
ei/x;xSmðdxÞ ¼ exp 	1
2
jxj20
 
; xAE;
where /; S is the canonical bilinear form on En 
 E: Let H ¼ L2ðEn; m;CÞ
be the complex Hilbert space of square integrable functions with respect to m on En
and the norm denoted by jjj  jjj0: Then by the Wiener–Itoˆ decomposition
theorem, we have the following unitary isomorphism between H and the Boson
Fock space GðHÞ:
H UfðxÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
/ : x#n :; fnS 2 ðfnÞBfAGðHÞ; fnAH ##n;
where : x#n: denotes the Wick ordering of x#n (see [22,31]) and H
##n is the n-fold
symmetric tensor product of H: Moreover, theH-norm jjjfjjj0 of fAH is given by
jjjfjjj20 ¼
XN
n¼0
n!j fnj20; fBðfnÞ;
where j  j0 denotes also the H#n-norm for any n:
Let N be the number operator and let Gp be theH-domain of e
pN for each pX0:
Then Gp is a Hilbert space with norm jjj  jjjp :¼ jjjepN  jjj0: More precisely, for
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any pX0
jjjfjjj2p ¼
XN
n¼0
n!e2pnj fnj20; fBðfnÞAGp:
Let G be the projective limit of fGp; pX0g and Gn be the topological dual space of G:
Then Gn is isomorphic to the inductive limit of fG	p; pX0g; where G	p ¼ Gnp is the
Hilbert space with norm jjj  jjj	p: In fact, for each pX0; G	p is the completion ofH
with respect to the norm jjj  jjj	p: Then we have a triplet
GCHCGn:
An element in G (and in Gn) is called a regular test (and generalized, respectively)
function (see [7,12,39]; also [6,26,27]). The canonical bilinear form on Gn 
 G is
denoted by 0; T: Note that for any pAR; epNH ¼ G	p and e	pNG	p ¼H:
Moreover, epNGq ¼ Gq	p for any p; qAR:
Let xB ¼ xwB for BCRþ and the indicator function wB: For notational convenience
we write xt ¼ x½0;t and x½t ¼ x½t;NÞ for any tARþ: Then for any 0osotoN; we have
the decomposition
H ¼ Hs"H½s;t"H½t;
where HB ¼ fxB; xAHg; with abbreviations Hs and H½t when B ¼ ½0; s; respectively,
½t;NÞ: Therefore, we have the identiﬁcation
H ¼Hs#H½s;t#H½t
via the following decomposition:
fx ¼ fxs#fx½s;t#fx½t ; xAH;
whereHsDGðHsÞ;H½s;tDGðH½s;tÞ;H½tDGðH½tÞ and fxBðx#n=n!Þ is the exponen-
tial vector of xAH: Moreover, for any pAR and 0osotoN; we have
Gp ¼ Gp;s#Gp;½s;t#Gp;½t;
where Gp;s ¼ Gp-Hs;Gp;½s;t ¼ Gp-H½s;t and Gp;½t ¼ Gp-H½t (closures when
po0).
3. Generalized stochastic processes
The Brownian motion Bt on E
n is deﬁned by
BtðxÞ ¼ lim
n-N
/x; xnS in H;
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where for each tX0; fxngNn¼1CE is a sequence converging to the indicator
function wt  w½0;t in HR: For each tX0; let Ft be the s-ﬁeld generated by
fBs; 0psptg:
A family F ¼ fFtgtX0 is called a generalized stochastic process [7] if there exists a
pX0 (independent of tX0) such that FtAG	p for all tX0 and the map t/FtAG	p is
Borel measurable on Rþ: A generalized stochastic process fFtB ðFt;nÞgtX0 is said to
be adapted (w.r.t. Ft) if for all tX0 and nX0; supp Ft;nC½0; tn:
Proposition 3.1 (Benth and Potthoff [7]). Let pAR and let F be an (generalized)
adapted process in Gp such that
R t
0 jjjFsjjj2p dsoN for all tX0: ThenZ t
0
Fs dBs ¼ e	pðN	1Þ
Z t
0
ðepNFsÞ dBs; tX0: ð3:1Þ
If po0; then the integral on the left-hand side of (3.1) is the generalized Itoˆ
integral [7]. By (3.1) and isometry of Itoˆ integral,Z t
0
Fs dBs





2
p
¼ e2p
Z t
0
jjjFsjjj2p ds: ð3:2Þ
For each tARþ; the conditional expectation Et (w.r.t.Ft) is deﬁned by the second
quantization operator GðwtÞ of wt; i.e., for each tARþ
EtFBðw#nt fnÞ; FBðfnÞAGn:
Then for any pAR and FBðfnÞAGp; we have
jjjEtFjjj2p ¼
XN
n¼0
n!e2pnjw#n
t fnj20pjjjFjjj2p:
Hence for any pAR and tARþ; EtALðGpÞ and Et is an orthogonal projection.
Moreover, EtALðGÞ and EtALðGnÞ: An adapted process F in Gn is called a
martingale if EsFt ¼ Fs for any 0pspt:
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a martingale in Gn: Then there is a unique adapted process C in
Gn such that
Ft ¼ F0 þ
Z t
0
Cs dBs; tX0: ð3:3Þ
Proof. Without lose of generality, we assume that F0 ¼ 0: Choose p such that F is a
martingale in Gp: Put F0t ¼ epNFt; tX0: Then F0 is a martingale inH with F00 ¼ 0: By
the Kunita–Watanabe theorem (see [21]), there exists an adapted process C0 in H
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such that
F0t ¼
Z t
0
C0s dBs; tX0:
Therefore, by Proposition 3.1, we have
Ft ¼ e	pNF0t ¼
Z t
0
e	pðNþ1ÞC0s dBs:
By setting Ct ¼ e	pðNþ1ÞC0tAGp; the representation in (3.3) is obvious. Suppose that
there is also a process C00 in Gp	r; where rX0; such that
Ft ¼ F0 þ
Z t
0
C00s dBs; tX0:
It follows from (3.3) thatZ t
0
eðp	rÞðNþ1ÞCs dBs ¼ eðp	rÞNðFt 	 F0Þ ¼
Z t
0
eðp	rÞðNþ1ÞC00s dBs:
Therefore, by the uniqueness of the Kunita–Watanabe theorem, Ct ¼ C00t : &
An adapted process F in Gp is called a regular semimartingale if F admits a unique
decomposition as
Ft ¼ Mt þ
Z t
0
Cs ds ð3:4Þ
for a martingale M in Gp and an adapted process C in Gp with
R t
0 jjjCsjjjp dsoN:
Theorem 3.3. Let F be an adapted process in Gp: Then F is a regular semimartingale if
and only if there exists a locally integrable (non-negative) function h on Rþ such that
for any spt
jjjEsðFtÞ 	 Fsjjjpp
Z t
s
hðuÞ du:
In this case, F has the integral representation in (3.4) with a martingale M and an
adapted process C satisfying jjjCujjjpphðuÞ:
Proof. If F is a regular semimartingale with decomposition (3.4), then the estimate is
obvious by taking hðuÞ ¼ jjjCujjjp for any uX0: The converse is a simple application
of Enchev’s characterization of Hilbertian quasimartingales [11] (see [2,4,28]). &
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4. Integral kernel operators on regular functions
Let l; m be non-negative integers.
Lemma 4.1. Let Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ: Then for any pAR and q40; there exist
constants C; DqX0 such that for any fBðfnÞAG
XN
n¼0
ðl þ nÞ!e2pðlþnÞjglþnj20pC2ðe2ðpl	ðpþqÞmÞþqÞllmmDðlþmÞq jjjfjjj2pþq;
where glþn ¼ ðððn þ mÞ!=n!ÞðKl;m#I#nfnþmÞsymÞ and ðf Þsym is the symmetrization of
fAH#m:
Proof. Since Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ; there exists CX0 such that for any
fAH#m; jKl;mf j0pCj f j0: It follows from the fact jðf Þsymj0pj f j0 that
jðKl;m#I#nfnþmÞsymj0pjKl;m#I#nfnþmj0pCj fnþmj0:
Hence for any pAR; q40 and fBðfnÞAG we obtain that
XN
n¼0
ðl þ nÞ!e2pðlþnÞjglþnj20pC2
XN
n¼0
ðn þ mÞ! ðl þ nÞ!
n!
ðn þ mÞ!
n!
e2pðlþnÞj fnþmj20
pC2e2ðpl	ðpþqÞmÞmax
nX0
ðl þ nÞ!
n!
ðn þ mÞ!
n!
e	2qn
 
jjjfjjj2pþq:
Note that for any s40 and integer mX0;
max
xX0
ðx þ mÞ?ðx þ 1Þe	sxpes=2mmDms ; Ds ¼
es=2
se
: ð4:1Þ
Therefore, we have that for any pAR and q40
XN
n¼0
ðl þ nÞ!e2pðlþnÞjglþnj20pC2ðe2ðpl	ðpþqÞmÞþqÞllmmDlþmq jjjfjjj2pþq:
Thus the proof is complete. &
For each Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ; by Lemma 4.1 we deﬁne a linear operator
Xl;mðKl;mÞ on G by
Xl;mðKl;mÞfB ðn þ mÞ!
n!
ðKl;m#I#nfnþmÞsym
 
; fBðfnÞAG: ð4:2Þ
Now the following theorem is obvious.
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Theorem 4.2. Let Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ with operator norm C: Then Xl;mðKl;mÞ defined
as in (4.2) is a continuous linear operator on G: Moreover, for any pAR and q40
we have
jjjXl;mðKl;mÞfjjjppCðepl	ðpþqÞmþq=2Þll=2mm=2DðlþmÞ=2q jjjfjjjpþq; fAG: ð4:3Þ
The operator Xl;mðKl;mÞ is called the integral kernel operator with kernel Kl;m
(see [15]).
By duality and (4.3), the following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 4.3. Let Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ with operator norm C: Then for any pX0
and q40; we have
jjjXl;mðKl;mÞfjjj	ðpþqÞpCðepm	ðpþqÞlþq=2Þll=2mm=2DðlþmÞ=2q jjjfjjj	p; fAG:
Theorem 4.4. Let Kl;mALðH#m; H#lÞ: Then Xl;mðKl;mÞALðGÞ has a unique
extension to a continuous linear operator from Gn into itself, which we also denote
Xl;mðKl;mÞ:
Proof. The proof is obvious from Proposition 4.3. &
Example 4.5. Let ZAH and let KZALðH;CÞ be deﬁned by KZðf Þ ¼ /Z; fS for any
fAH: For simple notation, we identify Z ¼ KZ ¼ KnZ ; where KnZ is the adjoint
operator of KZ; i.e., K
n
Z ðaÞ ¼ aZ for all aAC: Then the annihilation operator aZ and
the creation operator anZ associated with Z are deﬁned by aZ ¼ X0;1ðZÞ and anZ ¼
X1;0ðZÞ; respectively, and
aZALðGÞ-LðGnÞ; anZALðGÞ-LðGnÞ:
For each tX0; we put
At ¼ X0;1ðwtÞ; Ant ¼ X1;0ðwtÞ; Lt ¼ X1;1ðwtÞ:
For the deﬁnition of Lt; the indicator function wt is considered as a multiplication
operator on H; i.e., wtðxÞ ¼ xt for any xAH: Then for each tX0; At;
Ant ; LtALðGÞ-LðGnÞ: The processes fAtgtX0; fAnt gtX0 and fLtgtX0 are called the
annihilation, creation and number (or gauge) processes, respectively.
For two integral kernel operators Xl1;m1ðKÞ and Xl2;m2ðTÞ the Wick product or
normal-ordered product is deﬁned by
Xl1;m1ðKÞ}Xl2;m2ðTÞ ¼ Xl1þl2;m1þm2ðK#TÞ:
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Then for any s; tX0 we have
As}At ¼ AsAt; Ans}At ¼ Ans At; As}Ant ¼ Ant As; Ans}Ant ¼ Ans Ant
and
Ls}Lt ¼ LsLt 	 Ls4t; s4t ¼ minfs; tg:
For each a; bAC; let Qa;bðtÞ ¼ aAt þ bAnt ; tX0: The quantum stochastic process Q;
given by Qt ¼ Q1;1ðtÞ ¼ At þ Ant ; is called quantum Brownian motion or position
process. Then for any positive integer n; we have
Q}na;b ðtÞ ¼ Qa;bðtÞ}?}Qa;bðtÞ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{n-times
¼
X
lþm¼n
n!
l!m!
amblðAnt ÞlAmt ; tX0 ð4:4Þ
and, by Theorem 4.2, for any pAR and q40
jjjðAnt ÞlAmt fjjjppðepl	ðpþqÞmþq=2Þll=2mm=2ðtDqÞðlþmÞ=2jjjfjjpþq; fAG:
Therefore, by Stirling’s formula, we can easily see that for any pAR and q40 there
exists a constant Ca;b;p;qðtÞX0 such that
XN
n¼0
1
n!
X
lþm¼n
n!
l!m!
jajmjbjl jjjðAnt ÞlAmt fjjjp
 !
pCa;b;p;qðtÞjjjfjjjpþq; fAG:
It follows that for any a; bAC and tX0 the series
wexp Qa;bðtÞ :¼
XN
n¼0
1
n!
Q}na;b ðtÞ
converges in LðGÞ: Moreover, for any pAR and q40; wexp Qa;bðtÞALðGpþq;GpÞ
and by the same argument of that used in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we have
wexp Qa;bðtÞALðGnÞ: The operator wexp Qa;bðtÞ is called the Wick exponential of
Qa;bðtÞ (see [9,10,35]). By similar arguments, we can prove that for any pAR and
q4l040; where l0 satisﬁes the equation e	l0 ¼ l20; wexpLtALðGpþq;GpÞ for any
tX0 and wexpLtALðGÞ-LðGnÞ: On the other hand, by Proposition 4.1 in [8], for
any tX0 and positive integer n
L}ðnþ1Þt ¼ L}nt ðLt 	 nIÞ:
Therefore,
L}ðnþ1Þt ¼ LtðLt 	 IÞðLt 	 2IÞyðLt 	 nIÞ:
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Hence
eLt ¼ wexp ððe 	 1ÞLtÞ;
where we used the fact that
ex ¼
XN
n¼0
xðx 	 1Þðx 	 2Þ?ðx 	 ðn 	 1ÞÞ
n!
ðe 	 1Þn:
5. Quantum stochastic processes and quantum stochastic integral
Let L2lbðRþÞCH be the subspace of locally bounded functions. We denote by Elb
and Elb;t the dense subspaces ofH andHt spanned by the exponential vectors fx
and fxt ; respectively, with xAL
2
lbðRþÞ: Also, we denote by E the dense subspace of
H spanned by the exponential vectors fx with xAH: Note that ECG:
In this section, by using similar arguments to those of [20] we extend the quantum
stochastic integral with respect to the basic martingales introduced by Hudson and
Parthasarathy to a wider class of adapted quantum stochastic processes. A family of
operators X ¼ fXtgtX0CLðElb;GnÞ is called a quantum stochastic process if there
exists pAR (independent of tX0) such that XtALðElb;GpÞ for each tX0 and for each
xAL2lbðRþÞ the map t/Xtfx is strongly measurable. We may then think of Xt as a
densely deﬁned operator on the Hilbert space Gp; and call X adapted if Xt ¼
Xt#algI½t for some XtALðElb;t;Gp;tÞ; where I½t is the identity operator on Gp;½t: We
speak of adapted processes in LðElb;GpÞ; such a process is called a quantum
martingale if for any 0pspt and x; ZAL2lbðRþÞ
0Xtfxs ;fZsT ¼ 0Xsfxs ;fZsT:
For any non-negative integers l; m; the processes fðAnt ÞlAmt gtX0 and fL}lt gtX0 are
quantum martingales. In particular, the annihilation process fAtgtX0; creation
process fAnt gtX0 and number process fLtgtX0 are quantum martingales.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let X be an adapted process in LðElb;GpÞ: Then X is said to be
(i) simple if there exists an increasing sequence ftn; n ¼ 0; 1;y with t0 ¼ 0 and
tn-N as n-Ng such that Xt ¼
PN
n¼0 Xnw½tn;tnþ1ÞðtÞ; where Xn ¼ Xtn ;
(ii) continuous if for each xAL2lbðRþÞ the map t/Xtfx is strongly continuous
Rþ-Gp;
(iii) locally square integrable if for each xAL2lbðRþÞZ t
0
jjjXsfxjjj2p dsoN for all tX0: ð5:1Þ
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Note that condition (5.1) is equivalent to the condition that for each xAL2lbðRþÞ
the map t/Xtfx is locally square integrable.
By Theorem 4.2 the annihilation and creation processes are continuous (and
therefore locally square integrable) processes in LðElb;GpÞ for every p: On the other
hand, by similar arguments to those used in the proof of Lemma 4.1, for any pAR
and t4sX0
jjjðLt 	 LsÞfxjjj2ppe2pþ1
Z t
s
jxðuÞj2du
 
jjjfxjjj2pþ1=2; xAL2lbðRþÞ
and hence the number process is continuous too.
For each pAR and any tX0; we deﬁne Tp;t : Gn-Gn by Tp;tf ¼ epNt #Iq;½t
 
f for
f in G ¼ Gq;t#Gq;½t: Obviously, T	p;tTp;t ¼ Tp;tT	p;t ¼ I :
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a locally square integrable process in LðElb;GpÞ: Then there
exists a sequence fXðnÞgNn¼1 of simple processes in LðElb;GpÞ such that for each tX0
and xAL2lbðRþÞ;
lim
n-N
Z t
0
jjjðXs 	 XðnÞs Þfxjjj2p ds ¼ 0:
Proof. Suppose that X satisﬁes (5.1). Then fTp;tXtgtX0 satisﬁes (5.1) with the H-
norm jjj  jjj0: Therefore, by Proposition 3.2 in [20], there exists a sequence of simple
processes fF ðnÞgNn¼1 in LðElb;HÞ such that for each tX0 and xAL2lbðRþÞ;
lim
n-N
Z t
0
jjjðTp;sXs 	 F ðnÞs Þfxjjj20 ds ¼ 0:
Hence the proof is obvious by setting XðnÞt ¼ T	p;tF ðnÞt for any tX0 and
n ¼ 1; 2;y : &
Deﬁnition 5.3. Let E; F ; G; H be simple processes in LðElb;GpÞ with
Et ¼
XN
n¼0
Enw½tn;tnþ1ÞðtÞ; Ft ¼
XN
n¼0
Fnw½tn;tnþ1ÞðtÞ;
Gt ¼
XN
n¼0
Gnw½tn;tnþ1ÞðtÞ; Ht ¼
XN
n¼0
Hnw½tn;tnþ1ÞðtÞ;
where 0 ¼ t0ot1ot2o?otn-N: Family of operators X ¼ fXtgtX0 in LðElb;GpÞ
deﬁned by X0 ¼ 0 and
Xt ¼ Xtn þ EnðLt 	 LtnÞ þ FnðAt 	 AtnÞ þ GnðAnt 	 AntnÞ þ Hnðt 	 tnÞ ð5:2Þ
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for tnptotnþ1; is called the quantum stochastic integral of ðE; F ; G; HÞ against L; A;
An and the time process, and we write
Xt ¼
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAn þ H dsÞ:
Let E; F ; G; H be simple processes in LðElb;GpÞ and let X be their quantum
stochastic integral. Then by direct computation for any xAL2lbðRþÞ; ZAH
and tX0
0Xtfx;fZT ¼
Z t
0
0½xðsÞZðsÞEs þ xðsÞFs þ ZðsÞGs þ Hsfx;fZT ds: ð5:3Þ
Moreover, for any 0psot; fAG	p;s; xAL2lbðRþÞ and ZAH
0ðXt 	 XsÞfx;f#fZ½sT
¼
Z t
s
0½xðuÞZðuÞEu þ xðuÞFu þ ZðuÞGu þ Hufx;f#fZ½sT du; ð5:4Þ
where if pX0; then 0; T is considered as the canonical bilinear form on
G
 Gn:
By similar arguments to those used in [20] or [36], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let E; E0; F ; F 0; G; G0; H; H 0 be simple processes in LðElb;GpÞ and let
Xt ¼
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAn þ H dsÞ;
X0t ¼
Z t
0
ðE0 dLþ F 0 dA þ G0 dAn þ H 0 dsÞ:
Then X and X0 are processes in LðElb;GpÞ and for any x; ZAL2lbðRþÞ we have
0Xtfx;X
0
tfZTp ¼
Z t
0
f0Xsfx; ½e2pxðsÞZðsÞE0s þ ZðsÞF 0s þ e2pxðsÞG0s þ H 0sfZTp
þ 0½e2pxðsÞZðsÞEs þ xðsÞFs þ e2pZðsÞGs þ Hsfx;X0sfZTp
þ e2pxðsÞZðsÞ0Esfx; E0sfZTp þ e2pxðsÞ0Esfx; G0sfZTp
þ e2pZðsÞ0Gsfx; E0sfZTp þ e2p0Gsfx; G0sfZTpg ds; ð5:5Þ
where 0Xtfx;X
0
tfZTp ¼0epNXtfx; epNX0tfZT:
Applying Gronwall’s Lemma, as in [20] or [36], gives the following result.
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Corollary 5.5. Let E; F ; G; H be simple processes in LðElb;GpÞ and let X be their
quantum stochastic integral. Then for 0psptpT ;
jjjðXt 	 XsÞfxjjj2pp6aðT ; xÞ2et
Z t
s
Cðx; sÞ ds; xAL2lbðRþÞ; ð5:6Þ
where
aðT ; xÞ ¼ sup
0pspT
maxfe2pjxðsÞj2; e2pjxðsÞj; jxðsÞj; 1; epg
and
Cðx; sÞ ¼ jjjEsfxjjj2p þ jjjFsfxjjj2p þ jjjGsfxjjj2p þ jjjHsfxjjj2p:
In particular, X is continuous.
By Corollary 5.5 and Proposition 5.2, we can extend the quantum stochastic
integral from simple processes to locally square integrable processes, more precisely,
let E; F ; G; H be locally square integrable processes in LðElb;GpÞ; then by
Proposition 5.2 there exist four sequences fEðnÞg; fF ðnÞg; fGðnÞg; fHðnÞg of simple
processes such that for any xAL2lbðRþÞ and tX0
lim
n-N
Z t
0
fjjjðEs 	 EðnÞs Þfxjjj2p þ jjjðFs 	 F ðnÞs Þfxjjj2p
þ jjjðGs 	 GðnÞs Þfxjjj2p þ jjjðHs 	 HðnÞs Þfxjjj2pg ds ¼ 0:
For each n ¼ 1; 2;y; put
XðnÞt ¼
Z t
0
EðnÞ dLþ F ðnÞ dA þ GðnÞ dAn þ HðnÞ ds
 
:
Then for each tX0 and xAL2lbðRþÞ; by Corollary 5.5, we see that the sequence XðnÞt fx
converges in Gp: The limit does not depend on the choice of E
ðnÞ; F ðnÞ; GðnÞ; HðnÞ
 
and so deﬁnes a map XtALðElb;GpÞ: The resulting family fXtgtX0 is an adapted
process which is called the quantum stochastic integral of the locally square
integrable processes ðE; F ; G; HÞ and we write
Xt ¼
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAn þ H dsÞ: ð5:7Þ
Then we can show that the equalities in (5.3)–(5.5) and the inequality in (5.6) hold for
locally square integrable integrands.
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More generally if the adapted processes E; F ; G; H in LðElb;GpÞ satisfy the
condition that for any xAL2lbðRþÞ and tX0Z t
0
jxðsÞj2jjjEsfxjjj2p ds þ
Z t
0
jxðsÞjjjjFsfxjjjp ds þ
Z t
0
jjjGsfxjjj2p ds
þ
Z t
0
jjjHsfxjjjp dsoN; ð5:8Þ
then the integral X in (5.7) is well deﬁned as an adapted process satisfying (5.3).
Remark 5.6. Let E; F ; G; H be locally square integrable processes in LðElb;GpÞ: IfZ t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAn þ H dsÞ ¼ 0;
then it may be shown (cf. [24]) that E ¼ F ¼ G ¼ H ¼ 0 except on a Lebesgue
measure null set. In this sense, the representation of Xt in (5.7) is unique, i.e., if there
exist locally square integrable processes E0; F 0; G0; H 0 in LðElb;GpÞ for which
Xt ¼
Z t
0
ðE0 dLþ F 0 dA þ G0 dAn þ H 0 dsÞ; tX0;
then E ¼ E0; F ¼ F 0; G ¼ G0 and H ¼ H 0 except on a Lebesgue measure null set.
6. Quantum Itoˆ formula
From now on we consider the quantum stochastic processes X inLðGp;GqÞ; thus,
XtALðGp;GqÞ for each tX0 and t/Xtf is strongly measurable Rþ-Gq for all f in
Gp: For pXq the process is adapted if Xt ¼ Xt#I½t; where XtALðGp;t;Gq;tÞ and I½t is
the inclusion operator Gp;½t-Gq;½t: For each p; qAR; let L2ðGp;GqÞ be the class of
quadruples F ¼ ðE; F ; G; HÞ of adapted processes in LðGp;GqÞ satisfying the
condition that for any fAGp and tX0Z t
0
jjjEs ’fsjjj2q ds þ
Z t
0
jjjFs ’fsjjjq ds þ
Z t
0
jjjGsfsjjj2q ds þ
Z t
0
jjjHsfsjjjq dsoN; ð6:1Þ
where ft ¼ EtðfÞ and ’ft satisfy the integral representation
ft ¼ 0f;f0Tþ
Z t
0
’fs dBs; tX0; ð6:2Þ
in particular, for any xAL2lbðRÞ (or H), fxt has the following integral representation:
fxt ¼ f0 þ
Z t
0
xðsÞfxs dBs; tX0:
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Note that the measurability of s/Es ’fs and s/Fs ’fs; required for (6.1) to be well
deﬁned, follows from Pettis’s Theorem. Then for each FAL2ðGp;GpÞ; the quantum
stochastic integral Xt in (5.7) is well deﬁned on Elb and satisﬁes (5.3). Moreover, by
using the same method as is used in [3] we see that for any fAElb; Xt satisﬁes the
equation:
Xtft ¼
Z t
0
ðXs þ EsÞ ’fs dBs þ
Z t
0
Fs ’fs ds þ
Z t
0
Gsfs dBs þ
Z t
0
Hsfs ds: ð6:3Þ
Theorem 6.1. Let X be an adapted process in LðGp;GqÞ such that the processes X and
Xn admit integral representations of the form (5.7) on Elb for some F ¼
ðE; F ; G; HÞAL2ðGp;GqÞ and Fn ¼ ðEn; Gn; Fn; HnÞAL2ðG	q;G	pÞ; respectively. If
for all fAGp and cAG	q
Z t
0
jjjXs ’fsjjj2q dsoN and
Z t
0
jjjXns ’csjjj2	p dsoN; ð6:4Þ
then both integral representations can be extended to Gp and G	q; respectively. In
particular, if F satisfies the following conditions:
(i) the map t/jjEtjjp;q is locally bounded,
(ii) the maps t/jjFtjjp;q and t/jjGtjjp;q are locally square integrable,
(iii) the map t/jjHtjjp;q is locally integrable,
where jj  jjp;q is the operator norm on LðGp;GqÞ; then the integral representations of X
and Xn can be extended to Gp and G	q; respectively.
Proof. For the proof, we use similar arguments to those used in the proof of
Theorem 2 in [3]. For any fAElb; Xtft admits the expression in (6.3). Let RðftÞ be
the right-hand side of the expression in (6.3). We observe that for any f;cAElb
j0RðftÞ;ctTjp
Z t
0
j0Xs ’fs; ’csTj ds þ
Z t
0
j0Es ’fs; ’csTj ds
þ
Z t
0
j0Fs ’fs;csTj ds
þ
Z t
0
j0Gsfs; ’csTj ds
þ
Z t
0
j0Hsfs;csTj ds:
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Therefore, by Schwartz inequality and the fact that, by (3.2),
R t
0 jjj ’fsjjj2p dsp
e	2pjjjftjjj2p; we have
j0RðftÞ;ctTjp
Z t
0
jjjGns ’csjjj	p ds þ
Z t
0
jjjHns csjjj	p ds
"
þ e	p
Z t
0
jjjXns ’csjjj2	p ds
 1=2
þ e	p
Z t
0
jjjEns ’csjjj2	p ds
 1=2
þ e	p
Z t
0
jjjFns csjjj2	p ds
 1=2#
jjjftjjjp:
Hence the linear map ft-0RðftÞ;ctT is continuous Gp;t-C: For any fAGp; we
take a sequence ffðnÞgNn¼1CElb such that fðnÞ converges to f in Gp and then for any
cAElb we have
j0Xtft 	 RðftÞ;ctTj
pj0Xtft 	 XtfðnÞt ;ctTj þ j0XtfðnÞt 	 RðfðnÞt Þ;ctTj
þ j0Rðft 	 fðnÞt Þ;ctTj
pMjjjctjjj	qjjjft 	 fðnÞt jjjp þ j0Rðft 	 fðnÞt Þ;ctTj
for some MX0: Therefore, RðftÞ can be extended to Gp and Xtft ¼ RðftÞ: Note
that under condition (6.4), Eq. (6.3) is equivalent to (5.7) on Elb: This proves the ﬁrst
statement. The proof of the second statement is obvious. &
The following theorem is a generalization of the Itoˆ formula for composition of
processes proved by Attal and Meyer [3] to a wider class of certain unbounded
processes.
Theorem 6.2. Let X and X0 be adapted processes in LðGq;GrÞ and LðGp;GqÞ;
respectively, satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 and admitting the representa-
tions:
Xt ¼
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAn þ H dsÞ;
X0t ¼
Z t
0
ðE0 dLþ F 0 dA þ G0 dAn þ H 0 dsÞ
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on Elb with some FAL2ðGp;GqÞ and F0AL2ðGp;GqÞ: Then we have
XtX0t ¼
Z t
0
ðEX0 dLþ FX0 dA þ GX0 dAn þ HX0 dsÞ
þ
Z t
0
ðXE0 dLþ XF 0 dA þ XG0 dAn þ XH 0 dsÞ
þ
Z t
0
ðEE0 dLþ FE0 dA þ EG0 dAn þ FG0 dsÞ: ð6:5Þ
Proof. By similar arguments to those used in the proof of Theorem 4 in [3], the proof
is now straightforward. &
7. Integral representation of quantum martingales
In the following, we consider quantum martingales X inLðGp;GqÞ: Thus, for any
0pspt; fsAGp;s and csAG	q;s
0Xtfs;csT ¼ 0Xsfs;csT: ð7:1Þ
The following deﬁnition of regular martingale is a simple modiﬁcation of the
deﬁnition of bounded regular martingale in [37].
Deﬁnition 7.1. A quantum martingale X in LðGp;GqÞ is said to be regular with
respect to a Radon measure m on Rþ; or simply regular if for all 0pvou and
fAGp;v; cAG	q;v
jjjðXu 	 XvÞfjjj2qpjjjfjjj2pmð½v; uÞ; jjjðXnu 	 Xnv Þcjjj2	ppjjjcjjj2	qmð½v; uÞ: ð7:2Þ
Let l; m be non-negative integers. Then by similar arguments to those used in the
proof of Lemma 4.1, we can prove that for any pAR and q40 there exists a constant
CX0 such that for all 0pvou and fAGpþq;v
jjjððAnuÞlAmu 	 ðAnv ÞlAmv Þfjjj2ppCjjjfjjj2pþqðul 	 vlÞvm ð7:3Þ
and
jjjðL}lu 	 L}lv Þfjjj2p ¼ 0: ð7:4Þ
Since ðul 	 vlÞvmpulþm 	 vlþm for any 0pvou; the processes fðAnt ÞlAmt gtX0 and
fL}lt gtX0 are regular martingales inLðGpþq;GpÞ: Also, we can see that the processes
fwexp Qa;bðtÞgtX0 and fwexpLtgtX0 are regular martingales inLðGpþq;GpÞ where in
the latter case q4l0; the positive solution of e	l ¼ l2:
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Now, we state the main theorem in this section which generalizes the stochastic
integral representation of regular bounded quantum martingales due to Parthasar-
athy and Sinha [37] to certain regular (unbounded) quantum martingales.
Theorem 7.2. Let X be a martingale in LðGp;GqÞ; regular with respect to a Radon
measure m on Rþ: Then there exist adapted processes E; F ; G in LðGp;GqÞ and lAC
such that
Xt ¼ lI þ
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAnÞ ð7:5Þ
on Elb; and jjEðÞjjp;q is locally bounded and
maxfjjFsjj2p;q; jjGsjj2p;qgpm0acðsÞ for all s;
where m0ac denotes the density of the absolutely continuous part of m: Such a triple
ðE; F ; GÞ is unique in the sense of Remark 5.6. Conversely, if a process X in LðGp;GqÞ
admits the integral representation (7.5) with the adapted processes E; F ; G in
LðGp;GqÞ such that jjFðÞjjp;q and jjGðÞjjp;q are locally square integrable, then X is
regular.
By Theorem 6.1, the integral representation (7.5) can be extended to all of Gp: For
the proof of Theorem 7.2, we will use similar arguments to those used in [29,37].
Proposition 7.3. Let X be a quantum martingale in LðGp;GqÞ: If X has the integral
representation (7.5) with lAC and quadruple ðE; F ; G; 0ÞAL2ðGp;GqÞ satisfying
ðEn; Gn; Fn; 0ÞAL2ðG	q;G	pÞ with jjFðÞjjp;q and jjGðÞjjp;q locally square integrable,
then X is regular with respect to an absolutely continuous Radon measure m:
Proof. It follows from the deﬁnition of quantum martingale and (7.5) that Xn is a
quantum martingale in LðG	q;G	pÞ with integral representation
Xnt ¼ lI þ
Z t
0
ðEn dLþ Gn dA þ Fn dAnÞ:
Note that for any 0psot and fsAGp;s; csAGq;s
0Xtfs;csTq ¼ 0Xsfs;csTq:
It follows that
jjjðXt 	 XaÞfajjj2q ¼ jjjXtfajjj2q 	 jjjXafajjj2q: ð7:6Þ
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Therefore, by applying (5.5), we obtain that for any 0paot and faAElb;a
jjjðXt 	 XaÞfajjj2q ¼ e2q
Z t
a
jjjGsfajjj2q dspe2qjjjfajjj2p
Z t
a
jjGsjj2p;q ds: ð7:7Þ
Similarly, for any 0paot and caAElb;a; we have
jjjðXnt 	 XnaÞcajjj2	ppe	2pjjjcajjj2	q
Z t
a
jjFns jj2	q;	p ds: ð7:8Þ
Now, we deﬁne a Radon measure m on Rþ by
mð½a; bÞ ¼
Z b
a
ðe2qjjGsjj2p;q þ e	2pjjFns jj2	q;	pÞ ds for all 0papboN:
Therefore, by (7.7), (7.8) and the density of Elb;a in Gp;a and G	q;a; we see that X is
regular with respect to the absolutely continuous Radon measure m: &
Remark 7.4. Let X be the martingale in LðGp;GqÞ; regular with respect to the
Radon measure m; then:
(i) For any t4a;
jjXtjjp;qX sup
jjjfa jjjp¼1
jjjXtfajjjqX sup
jjjfa jjjp¼1
jjjXafajjjqXjjXajjp;q;
where we used (7.6) for the second inequality. Therefore, jjXðÞjjp;q is non-decreasing.
(ii) Since fXtfgtXaCGq and fXntcgtXaCG	p are (generalized) martingales for
each fAGp;a and cAG	q;a; by Theorem 3.2 there exist fFðt;fÞgtXaCGq and
fCðt;cÞgtXaCG	p such that
ðXt 	 XaÞf ¼
Z t
a
Fðs;fÞ dBs and ðXnt 	 XnaÞc ¼
Z t
a
Cðs;cÞ dBs:
On the other hand, by (3.2) we have that for all 0papbotZ t
b
e2qjjjFðt;fÞjjj2q ds ¼ jjjðXt 	 XbÞfjjj2qpjjjfjjj2pmð½b; tÞ ð7:9Þ
and Z t
b
e	2pjjjCðt;cÞjjj2	p ds ¼ jjjðXnt 	 XnbÞcjjj2	ppjjjcjjj2	qmð½b; tÞ:
These imply that m in (7.2) can be replaced by its absolutely continuous part mac and
without lose of generality, we can assume that m is an absolutely continuous Radon
measure.
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Proposition 7.5. Let X be a martingale in LðGp;GqÞ; regular with respect to an
absolutely continuous Radon measure m on Rþ with density m0ðtÞ: Then there are
adapted processes G in LðGp;GqÞ and Fn in LðG	q;G	pÞ such that
(i) for any aot; fAGp;a and cAG	q;a
ðXt 	 XaÞf ¼
Z t
a
Gsf dBs and ðXnt 	 XnaÞc ¼
Z t
a
Fns c dBs;
(ii) for any s, jjGsjj2p;qpe	2qm0ðsÞ and jjFns jj2	q;	ppe2pm0ðsÞ:
Proof. For ﬁxed a40 and fAGp;a; there exists an adapted process
fFaðt;fÞgtXaCGq such that
ðXt 	 XaÞf ¼
Z t
a
Faðs;fÞ dBs; t4a: ð7:10Þ
Then by the uniqueness of integral representations, we may deﬁne (a.e.) an adapted
process by
Fðs;fÞ ¼ Faðs;fÞ; s4a; fAGp;a
and then by (3.2), (7.2) and (7.10), we have
jjjFðs;fÞjjj2qpe	2qjjjfjjj2pm0ðsÞ; a:e: s4a: ð7:11Þ
Consider the index set I :¼ fg ¼ r1;y; rk; xð1Þ;y; xðkÞ
 
; rjAQþ iQ; xðjÞAD;
k ¼ 1; 2;yg; where D is a countable dense subset of H: For each g ¼
r1;y; rk; x
ð1Þ;y; xðkÞ
 
AI ; we deﬁne
Wða; s; gÞ ¼
0 if spa;
Pk
j¼1 rjF s;fxðjÞ
a
 




2
q
	e	2qm0ðsÞ Pkj¼1 rjfxðjÞ
a





2
p
if s4a:
8><
>:
Since f/Fðs;fÞ is linear, it follows from (7.11) that there exists a null set FCRþ
such that Xk
j¼1
rjF s;fxðjÞ
a
 





2
q
pe	2qm0ðsÞ
Xk
j¼1
rjfxðjÞ
a






2
p
ð7:12Þ
for any aAQ with a40; gAI and seF ; s4a: Now, for each s40 we deﬁne an
operator Gs by
Gsfxa ¼
Fðs;fxa Þ if seF ;
0 otherwise
(
ð7:13Þ
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for aAQ with a40; s4a; xAD and extended by linearity to Elb: Since
Xk
j¼1
rjfxðjÞ
a
; gAI
( )
and
[
0oaos;aAQ
Gp;a
are dense subsets of Gp;a and Gp;s; respectively, by (7.12) the operator Gs can be
extended to a bounded operator Gp;s-Gq;s which is still denoted by Gs: Then, for
each fAGp;a;
Gsf ¼ Fðs;fÞa:e: s4a and jjGsjj2p;qpe	2qm0ðsÞ for any s:
Since Gs can be extended uniquely by ampliation of Gp and then be denoted by Gs;
we have an adapted process G in LðGp;GqÞ: Similarly, we can deﬁne an adapted
process Fn in LðG	q;G	pÞ such that G and Fn satisfy (i) and (ii). &
It is clear from the proof of Proposition 7.5 that the adapted processes G and Fn
are uniquely determined (modulo a Lebesgue null set).
Let X be a regular martingale in LðGp;GqÞ satisfying the hypothesis in
Proposition 7.5 and let G and Fn be the processes given in Proposition 7.5. Then
for any tX0 we deﬁne an operator Nt : Gp;t-Gq;t by
Ntft ¼ Xtft 	
Z t
0
Xu ’fu dBu 	
Z t
0
Fu ’fu du 	
Z t
0
Gufu dBu; fAGp: ð7:14Þ
By (3.2) and direct computation using properties in (ii) of Proposition 7.5 and the
fact that jjXðÞjjp;q is non-decreasing, we can see that for all tX0 this indeed deﬁnes an
operator NtALðGp;t;Gq;tÞ:
Proposition 7.6. Let Nt be defined as in (7.14). Then we have
(i) for any sot and fAGp;s; ðNt 	 NsÞf ¼ 0;
(ii) NðÞ transforms martingales into martingales, i.e. for any sot; EsðNtftÞ ¼
Nsfs;
(iii) for any sot; EsNt ¼ NtEs:
Proof. (i) It is obvious that for any fAGp;s; w½s;tðuÞ ’fu ¼ 0: On the other hand, by
(i) in Proposition 7.5, we have
ðXt 	 XsÞf ¼
Z t
s
Guf dBu ¼
Z t
s
Gufu dBu:
Therefore, the result follows from the deﬁnition of Nt:
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(ii) By (6.2) and (i) in Proposition 7.5, we see that for any sot
0Ntft;fxsT ¼0Nsfs;fxsT; fAGp; xAH:
The result follows.
(iii) The proof is obvious from (i) and (ii). &
Remark 7.7. For any given TX0; by (6.2) and the Itoˆ isometry, we deﬁne an
isometry between Gp;T  and C"L2að½0; T ;Gp;T Þ (the space of all Gp-valued adapted
processes on ½0; T ) by
iT : fT AGp;T /0fT ;f0Tþ ep ’fAC"L2að½0; T ;Gp;T Þ:
Let XALðL2ð½0; T ;GpÞ; L2ð½0; T ;GqÞÞ commute with multiplication operators by
(scalar-valued) bounded Borel functions. Then by using a lifting theorem (see [29,
pp. 293, 295], where we assume the continuum hypothesis), there exists a strongly
measurable family of operators fKtgCLðGp;GqÞ with jjKtjjp;qpk for a.e. t and some
constant kX0 such that ðXfÞt ¼ ðKtftÞ: Also, Kt does not depend on the choice of
the interval ½0; T  containing t:
Proposition 7.8. Let Nt be defined as in (7.14). Then there exists an adapted process E
in LðGp;GqÞ such that for any fAGp
Ntft ¼ lEðfÞf0 þ
Z t
0
Es ’fs ds; tX0;
where lAC with X0f0 ¼ lf0: In this case, the map t/jjEtjjp;q is locally bounded.
Proof. By (ii) in Proposition 7.6 and Theorem 3.2, for any fAGp there exists a
unique adapted process c in Gq and lAC such that
Ntft ¼ Nt EðfÞf0 þ
Z t
0
’fs dBs
 
¼ lEðfÞf0 þ
Z t
0
cs dBs; tX0: ð7:15Þ
Now, we consider the mapping N˜ from L2að½0; T ;Gp) into L2að½0; T ;GqÞ deﬁned by
N˜ : ð ’fsÞ/ðcsÞ; where ’fs and cs are given as in (7.15). Then N˜ is bounded. In fact,
by (3.2), there exists a constant CX0 such thatZ t
0
jjjcsjjj2q ds ¼ e	2q Nt
Z t
0
’fs dBs
 




2
q
pCe	2q
Z t
0
’fs dBs





2
p
¼Ce2ðp	qÞ
Z t
0
’fs
   2
p
ds:
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On the other hand, we can see that N˜ commutes with multiplication operators by
bounded Borel functions on ½0; T : Let P be the previsible (adapted) projection
operator. Then N˜ can be extended to an operator inLðL2ð½0; T ;GpÞ; L2ð½0; T ;GqÞÞ
by composing with P: Then N˜ 3 P also commutes with multiplication by bounded
Borel functions. Therefore, by Remark 7.7, there exists a strongly measurable family
of operators fKtgCLðGp;GqÞ with jjKtjjp;qpk for a.e. t and some constant kX0
such that ðN˜ 3 PfÞt ¼ ðKtftÞ: Put Et ¼ EtðKtÞ for each tX0 to ensure adaptedness.
Finally, we have
Ntft ¼ lEðfÞf0 þ
Z t
0
Es ’fs ds; tX0:
This completes the proof. &
Proof of Theorem 7.2. From (7.14) and Proposition 7.8, we have
Xtft
¼ lEðfÞf0 þ
Z t
0
Xu ’fu dBu þ
Z t
0
Es ’fs ds þ
Z t
0
Fu ’fu du þ
Z t
0
Gufu dBu; fAGp:
Since this equation is equivalent to Eq. (7.5) on Elb; the ﬁrst part is proved. The
uniqueness is obvious from the deﬁnitions of E; F ; G: The converse is proved in
Proposition 7.3. &
Example 7.9. Let l; m be non-negative integers. Then by repeated application of the
Itoˆ formula (6.5),
ðAnt ÞlAmt ¼ m
Z t
0
ðAns ÞlAm	1s dAs þ l
Z t
0
ðAns Þl	1Ams dAns :
Therefore, by (4.4)
Q}na;b ðtÞ ¼
X
lþm¼n
n!
l!m!
ambl m
Z t
0
ðAns ÞlAm	1s dAs þ l
Z t
0
ðAns Þl	1Ams dAns
 
¼ n
Z t
0
Q
}ðn	1Þ
a;b ðsÞ dQa;bðsÞ:
Hence
wexp Qa;bðtÞ ¼ I þ
Z t
0
wexp Qa;bðsÞ dQa;bðsÞ:
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Similarly,
L}lt ¼ l
Z t
0
L}ðl	1Þs dLs; L
l
t ¼
Z t
0
ðð1þ LsÞl 	 LlsÞ dLs
and
wexpLt ¼ I þ
Z t
0
wexpLs dLs; eLt ¼ I þ ðe 	 1Þ
Z t
0
eLs dLs:
8. Integral representation of quantum semimartingales
An adapted process X inLðGp;GqÞ is called a regular (quantum) semimartingale if
there is an absolutely continuous Radon measure m on Rþ such that for any rosot
and fAGp;r; cAG	q;r
jjjðXt 	 XsÞfjjj2qpjjjfjjj2pmð½s; tÞ; ð8:1Þ
jjjðXnt 	 Xns Þcjjj2	ppjjjcjjj2	qmð½s; tÞ; ð8:2Þ
jjjðEsXt 	 XsÞfjjjqpjjjfjjjpmð½s; tÞ: ð8:3Þ
This deﬁnition of regular semimartingale is a simple modiﬁcation of the deﬁnition of
bounded regular semimartingale in [1].
Now, we deﬁne the space Sp;q of adapted processes X inLðGp;GqÞ admitting the
integral representation
Xt ¼ lI þ
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAn þ H dsÞ ð8:4Þ
on Elb with lAC and adapted processes ðE; F ; G; HÞ in LðGp;GqÞ such that
s/jjFsjjp;q and s/jjGsjjp;q are locally square integrable, s/jjEsjjp;q is locally
bounded and s/jjHsjjp;q is locally integrable.
Theorem 8.1. An adapted process X in LðGp;GqÞ belongs to Sp;q if and only if X is a
regular semimartingale.
Proof. If X is an element of Sp;q with integral representation (8.4), then for any
rosot and fAGp;r; we have
jjjðXt 	 XsÞfjjj2qp2 jjjðMt 	 MsÞfjjj2q þ
Z t
s
jjHujjp;q du
 2
jjjfjjj2p
 !
; ð8:5Þ
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where M is the quantum martingale with the integral representation
Mt ¼ lI þ
Z t
0
ðE dLþ F dA þ G dAnÞ:
Hence by Proposition 7.3 and (8.5), it easily follows that (8.1)–(8.3) hold, i.e., X is
regular.
Conversely, let X be a regular semimartingale. Then by (8.3) and Theorem 3.3, for
any frAGp;r the (generalized) process fXtfrgtXrCGq is a regular semimartingale.
Hence there exist a martingale fLtgtXrCGq and an adapted process fCtðfrÞgtXr in
Gq satisfying jjjCtðfrÞjjjqpjjjfrjjjpm0ðtÞ a.e. t such that for any rosot
Xtfr 	 Xsfr ¼ Lt 	 Ls þ
Z t
s
CuðfrÞ du:
Now, for each rou; we deﬁne a continuous linear operator Hru from Gp;r into Gq by
Hrufr ¼
CuðfrÞ if m0ðuÞ exists;
0 if m0ðuÞ does not exist:
(
Then we get a mapping u/Hrufr from ðr;NÞ into Gq satisfying
jjjHrufrjjjqpjjjfrjjjpm0ðuÞ: Note that for rosou; Hru is the restriction of Hsu to
Gp;r: Hence we deﬁne an operator Hu on
S
rou Gp;r by
Huf ¼ Hruf; fAGp;r
and extend it to Gp;u by continuity. Then it is immediate that HuALðGp;u;Gq;uÞ:
Finally, in the factorization Gp ¼ Gp;u#Gp;½u; put Hu as Hu#I½u so that H is an
adapted process in LðGp;GqÞ: Moreover,
R t
0 Hu duALðGp;GqÞ for any tX0: Put
Ut ¼ Xt 	
Z t
0
Hu du; tX0:
Obviously, U is a martingale in LðGp;GqÞ: It is easily shown that U satisﬁes the
condition in (7.2) and so is a regular martingale. Thus by applying Theorem 7.2, we
complete the proof. &
Example 8.2. By using the commutation relation ½At; Ant  ¼ t; we obtain that for any
nX1
Qna;bðtÞ ¼
X
2jþkþl¼n
n!
2j j!k!l!
ajþlbjþktjA*kt A
l
t; tAR
þ: ð8:6Þ
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Therefore, by Theorem 4.2, for any fAG and pAR; q40 we have
jjjQna;bðtÞfjjjpp
X
2jþkþl¼n
n!
2j j!k!l!
jajjþl jbjjþktjjjjA*kt Altfjjjp
p
X
2jþkþl¼n
n!
2j j!k!l!
jajjþl jbjjþktjtðkþlÞ=2epk	ðpþqÞlþq=2ll=2kk=2DðlþkÞ=2q jjjfjjjpþq
p eq=2jjjfjjjpþq
X
2jþkþl¼n
n!
j!k!l!
ajblgkll=2kk=2
 !
;
where the non-negative constants a; b and g are given by
a ¼ jajjbjt
2
; b ¼ jajðtDqÞ1=2e	ðpþqÞ; g ¼ jbjðtDqÞ1=2ep:
Hence for any pAR and q40 we have
XN
n¼0
1
n!
jjQna;bðtÞjjpþq;ppeq=2
XN
n¼0
X
2jþkþl¼n
1
j!k!l!
ajblgkll=2kk=2
 !
: ð8:7Þ
Since by Stirling’s formula we can see that the series on the right-hand side of (8.7)
converges, the operator exp Qa;bðtÞ is well deﬁned and exp Qa;bðtÞ belongs to
LðGpþq;GpÞ: Also, by similar arguments to those used in the proof of Lemma 4.1,
we see that the adapted processes fQna;bðtÞgtX0 and feQa;bðtÞgtX0 are regular
semimartingales. By induction, we see that for any nX1
Qna;bðtÞ ¼ n
Z t
0
Qn	1a;b ðsÞ dQa;bðsÞ þ
1
2
nðn 	 1Þab
Z t
0
Qn	2a;b ðsÞ ds:
Therefore, we have the following integral representation:
eQa;bðtÞ ¼ I þ
Z t
0
eQa;bðsÞ dQa;bðsÞ þ 1
2
ab
Z t
0
eQa;bðsÞ ds:
On the other hand, by (8.6),
Qna;bðtÞ ¼ n!
X
2jþm¼n
1
j!m!
abt
2
 j
ðaAt þ bAnt Þ}m:
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Therefore,
eQa;bðtÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
X½n=2
j¼0
1
j!ðn 	 2jÞ!
abt
2
 j
ðaAt þ bAnt Þ}ðn	2jÞ
¼
XN
j¼0
XN
n¼0
1
j!n!
abt
2
 j
ðaAt þ bAnt Þ}n:
Hence
wexp Qa;bðtÞ ¼ eQa;bðtÞ	
abt
2 :
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